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ABSTRACT. In this paper we characterize weak monomorphisms and weak
epitnorphisms in the category of pro-groups. Also we define the notion of weakly
exact sequence and we study this notion in the category of pro-groups.

1. INTRODUCTION

If St is a category with zero-objects, then a morphismf: A — B of 5=is a
weak monomorphism if fo u O implies u = O. A morphismf: A — Bis called
a weak epimorphisin if uof=O implies u=O.

Weakened versions of the categorical notions of monomorphism and
epimorphisnx ¡uve proved to be of some interest inpointed bomotopy theory.
In 1967, T. Ganea [1] utilized extensive bomotopy-theoretic calculations to
exhibit examples, in the pointed homotopy category, of weak monomorphism
whicb are not monomorphism. In 1986 J. Roitberg [7] used the properties of
a remarkable group discovered by G. Higman [3] to exhibit examples, again
in the pointed homotopy category, of weak epimorphisms which are not
epimorphisms.

In this paper we intend to study weak monomorphisms and weak
epimorphisms in the shape theory. In this first pan we examine weak
monomorphisms and weak epimorphisms in the category of pro-groups. Msa
we define the notion of weakly exací sequence and we study this notion in the
category of pro-groups.
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2. WEAK MONOMORPI-IISMS INJIIE CATEGORV
OF PRO-GROUPS

We consider the caiegory pro-Grp of which objecís are inverse systems of
groups with homomorphisrns as bonding rnorphisms. The noiions and
properties of pro-groups which are used in ibis paper are those from the book
of 5. Marde~ié and J. Segal [4].

The category pro-Grp is a caiegory wiih zero-objects. Tite trivial group O
ís a zero-object of the category Grp of groups and ibe rudimeniary sysiem O
is a zero-object of dic category pro-Grp.

Theorem 1; A morphis,nf: G— II ofpro-Grp isa monomorphism <1 and
only Wf Ls a weak monomorphism.

Proof. The necessity is obvious.

To prove the converse implication, first we consider the case when the
pro-groups .9=(Gx, pxx;A)afld H=(H~,q~~,A) are indexed by ihe same
mdcx set and the morphism f is given by a level morphism of systems
ff0: G—’ H. Hence fa every X e A,fi is a morphism fi: —. H~.

Por A E A, let /4 = Ker fi. Since X’=A impliesfipxx’ qxx’ ,/j, it follows
so thai N=(N~, ~ A) is a pro-group. The inclusion

maps i~: JVx — Ox define a morphism of pro-Grp 1: N— O. Leí ex: —~

the zero-morphism, for every A E A. Iben we obíain sihe zero-morphism
e=(e~):N—.G of pro-Grp. For every AcA, we have fxix=fxex, which
implies foi=foe=O. Sincefis a weak monomorphism, the equality f i=O
implies ¡ = O. This means thai for every Xc A there exisis A’> A such thai
‘xPxx’=0• ~ xeKerfx, then fK(x)=* and if we put p~~(x)=ycN~ ihen:
* = Ix Pxx (x) = ~x(y) = y, which implies x E KerPxx• In this way we proved ihe
inclusion Kerfx’G Kerp,¿~.. Applying Theorem 1 of [4, p. 107], we conclude
thai fis a monomorphism.

Suppose now thai f is a morphism of pro-Grp between arbiirary pro-
groups: 6=(Gx,PxK, A), 11= (14, ~ M), 1=(4,qj: O—~~ H, wiih~: M— A,
and with ihe morphisms of groupsf~: (4<~)— H~,. By the reindexing theorem
[4, p. 12] there exisí pro-groups G’=(G~, p$, IV), H’=(14, q

5~, IV) over ihe
same mdcx set N. and a morphism of pro-Grp, /7’: G’— H’, given by a level
morphism of systems,(~): G’—H’ and diere exist isomorphisms of pro-
groups i: G- O’, j:H—H’,suchthat ihe following diagram commutes:

4
.1
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Suppose that f’ou=O. Ihen, if 1’: 0’— 0 is the inverse of ¡ we have
jofotouO and since jis an isomorphism, we deduce that fo ¡‘o ¡¿=0 and,
by hypothesis, ¡‘o u=O which implies ¡¿=0. Tbis proves tbatfTs aweak
monomorphism. By the first part of this proof, we conclude that /7’ is a
monomorphism of pro-Grp. For this reason and by using the aboye
commutative diagram, we deduce that /7 is a monomorphism of pro-Grp.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

3. WEAK EPIMORPHISMS UN THE CATEGORY OF PRO-GROUPS

The foflowing intrinsic characterization of weak epimorphism in tbe
category Grp is stated in [6] (see also [5], [7]):

Lemma 1. [6] lii ¡he category Grp, a morphisin f: 0— 0’ is a weak
epimorph¡sm ofgroups ¿latid only <[¡he normal subgroup of O’ generated ¿‘y
Im fis alt of O’.

Proof. Suppose that f is a weak epimorphism and let (ImP~. be dic
normal subgroup of O’ generated by fin f

Let H’ be a normal subgroup of O’ which 1-mf

Consider the canonical epimorphism u: O’—. G’/H’. Then uof=0 and,
by hypothesis, it follows ¡¿=0, what means H’= 0’, so that (fmñ¿ — O’.

Conversely, suppose that (Imfl~~— 0’ and let u: O’—O” be a morpbism
for which uof= O. It follows that 1-mf C Ker u and because Ker u isa normal
subgroup of O’, we deduce that Ker ¡¿=0’, so that ¡¿=0 and thereforefis a
weak epimorphism.

1ff: G — H is an epimorphism of pro-groups, then it is evident tbat fis a
weak epimorphism. Rut, since a weak epimorphism of groups is not
necessarily an epimorphism, it is obvious that tbere exist morphisms of pro-
groups which are weak epimorphism but which are not epimorpbism.

Theorem 2. Leí G=(O~, p>,s~, A) atid H==(Hx, qn’, A) pro-groups
indexed by 1/le same index set and leí /7: 0— H be a morphism given by a leve!
morphísm ofsysíemsf=(f>,jJ. 1ff rs a weak epimorphism ihen ¡he following
condñ ion is satisfied:

(WE) For every XeA, ihere isa X’>X such that
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w/lere (Jmfx)Z denotes ¡he normal subgroup of HA generated by
¡m fx.
Converse/y, (1 ¡he morphism /7saíisfies 1/le Condilion

(WE) and (f supplemeníary, for every pair (X, X’)cAx A wi¡h X’=X,1/le
honding morp/lism PAR’ is a weak epimorp/lism of groups 1/len fis a weak
epimorp/lism of pro- 0w~

ProaL. Suppose thai f is a weak epimorphism. For X E A kt N~ be a
normal subgroup of ihe group HA containing 1-mf. We consider the
rudimentary system K=(HR/ IVA) and the morphism of pro-groups u: U— K
defined by the inclusion rp:{XI—A and by the canonical epimorphism
u: H~ — H~I N~. Then we have uof= (uf~), with ufx: — HA — H~/ NR. Since
ImfxCNx, it follows uf~=0 and thereforeuo/7=0. From this and becausef
ís a weak epimorphism, it follows ¡¿=0. This means that there exists X’eA,
X’>X such thai uqAÁ=O, which proves ihe inclusion Imq~~.C Ker u, that is
iNc inclusion Fm q>~><C N~. Since NR is arbitrary, it follows Fm qRRG(ImfA)~.

Conversely, suppose thai pxx: G>~.— 0R are weak epimorphisms of
groups,foranyX, X’cA. with >s’=X,and thatthecondition(WE)issatisfied
also.

Let u:H—.K be a morphism of pro-groups, br K=(K,,., r,
5<, IV), with

u=(u7,~r), for a funetion t~: N—A and for some morphisms of groups
u,:H<,<,> —K,, such that ¡¿4=0

This nieans thai Lot every vE N ihere is X=s> (y) such thai:

This relation implies !m(J%(,) p~(,)R)C Ker u,, thai is ]~‘<~~> (lm P6<,)A)C
Ker u,. Then, since P~q,yx

0A — G<,<,~ is a weak epimorphism, we haVe (Im
= 0<4,) (Lemma 1). On the other hand, since Ker u~ is a normal

subgroifl] of H*(,) and since ImPi,tv)RCf~<’> (Ker u,), we deduce the inciu-
sion (Fm P4t,)v)~ Cf—1 (Kcr u,) and this induces Gt,¡(,<Cf;<’~ (Ker u,),

— 0(v)
which can be wriíten

(2) Imf<,<,>CKer u

Rut, since Ker u, is a normal subgroup of H<,~,>, the inclusion (2) 1 mplies
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Then, by hypothesis, it follows that there exists X’=t4’(v)sucb that

(4) Jmq0(,».C(Imf0(P))N C Ker u~.

Ey this, we haVe

and this means that ¡¿=0 what proves that fis a weak epimorphism.

Example 1. Ib the pro-group O has the Mittag-Leffler property [4,
p. 165] and ib for the morphism /7:0—U of pro-groups, given by a level
system <fi, the morphisms fR:

0R~~ HA are weak epimorphisrns, then /7is a
weak epimorphism of pro-groups. This resulis by Theorem 2 using Theorem
7 of[4, p. ¡66].

Theorem 3. Leí <1hs(0~, PAA,~) and I1=(H~,q~~,M) íwo arbllrary
pro-groups ant! /7: O— H a morphisrn of systems <1%, ‘p): 0—fi.

1/fis a weak epimorphism of pro-groups 1/len 1/le follo wing condhion is
salislied:

(WE)’ For any admissible pair (X, p)eAxMfor ~, ~), Le. /lav¡ng ihe
proper¡v X =p (ji), ¡here exisís an admissible pair (>0, p’)for (4 , 4
wi¡h (>0, p’)=(X, ji), Le. X’=Xand p’=p,.suc/l thai

Converse/y, ¡1 0w morphisn¡ /7 satisfies ¡he condhion (WE)’ and ¿l
supplemeníary. for every pair (X, X’)EA~ M, wi¡/l >C=X, ihe bonding
nzorphisn¡ PAR: 0R~ 0A is a sseak epimorp/lism. 1/len f is a weak
epimorphisní.

Proof. Suppose that fis a weak epimorphism aud we refer to the pro-
groups 0’, U’ and the morphism /7’: G’—H’ considered in the proof of
Theorem 1. By hypothesis. ñ follows that ~¡‘ is a weak epimorphism and
iherefore for this morphism the conditiori (WE) is satisfied. Then, by the
proof of the reindexing theorem [4, p. 12] we haVep,,=PAA., if v}X,ji)=
<(A’ ji’) = u’. So, PAR’ is a weak epimorphism for any pair (A, >0) eA>< A, with
X’>X if and only ifp~, is a weak epimorphism for any pair (v,v’)eNxN’,
with v’=v.

Similarly, q[,< = ~ and .f=t PcíníR~ Using diese notations, the condition
(WE) for f’ iS even the condition (WE>’ for .L, what finishes the proof of
Theorem 3.
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Example 2. With the notations of Theorem 3, if /, are weak
epimorphisms of groups and if tite pro-group 0 has tite Mittag-Leffler
property, titen /7 is a weak epimorphism of pro-groups.

4. WEAKLY EXACT SEQUENCES OF PRO-GROUPS

First, we recail that ib St is a category with zero-objects then a kernel of
a morphisni f: X—~ Y is defined as a morphism i: IV— X, with tite foUowing
properties:

(i) fohrO,

(u) whenever g:Z—X is a morphism with fg=0, titen there is a unique

morphism h: 7— IV such that iii = g

¡ f
IV — X — Y

tg
/l

The kernels of f are unique up to natural isomorphism.

It 18 proved [4, p. 117] that the category of pro-Grp is a category with
kernels.

Definition. Leí St be a caíegory wiíh zero-obiecis atid kernels and
~p fleí X’— X——- X” he a sequence consisiing of íwo morp/lisms ¡nEC.

This sequence Ls said to be weakly exací (at 1<) provided 1/le

following holds:

(i) ff’ =0,

(ji) Leí i:N—X he 1/le ¡cerne! of fand leí /l:X’—N be 1/le unique

morp/lism wií/l ¡Ji =f.
Then /l is a weak epimorphism

su —~Q x —L su’
it’

.5

Ji
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fiExample 3. A sequence X’—e.- X — O is weakly exact iband only ib fi is
a weak epimorphism.

Example 4. Let FC be the fundamental group of the Klein bottle, that is
tite group witit two generators a, b, satisfying tite relation hab = a. Consider
the following subgroups of K: FC112 =(ab, b

2) and FC
1,1 =(ab). Titen FC1,1,2 is

a normal subgroup of FC and (Kí,í)Z=Kt l,2• lf 1: K11—K is the inclusion
morpitism and ib ,r:K— FC/K~12 is the canonical epimorpitism, titen the
sequence K1 —L-K-

2-.-K/K
112 is weakly exact.

fi fLemma 2. If ¡he sequence of groups O’—’.-0———-0” Ls weakly exací,
Lien (Imfl~=Kerf

Converse/y. ¿l(Im.flg= Ker f and ji’ any chain normal groups HG
.1’ fKer fG 0 of 0 is invarianí, lien 1/le sequence 0’—- 0— 0” is weakly

exací.

fi f
Proof. Suppose titat the sequence 0’— 0—— 0” is weakly exact.

Tite equality fi’ = O implies the inclusion Imf’C Ker f Then, u we consider
the diagram

0’ o o”
ti

h
Ker f

wehave(!mh)~ =Kerf(by titedefinition of weakly exact sequences and by
Kerf

Lemma 1). Ir H is a normal subgroup of O containing 1-mf’, titen by the
equality f’= iii and since i is an inclusion, we obtain ImhCH and by titis
ImfCfiflKerfso that HflKerf=Kerfand finally KerfCH. As 1-fis
arbitrary, wé conclude that (Imf9t’= Kerf

Conversely, suppose (Imf9~= Kerf Titen, tite inclusion lmf’G Ker f
implies /7]’ = O. Furtiter, II’ fi is a normal subgroup of Ker fsucit that ¡m /l CH
titen, by the hypothesis, H is a normal subgroup of 0. By this and since
ImfCH (Fm fi=Im Ji) we conclude titat H=Kerf Hence
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(Fm /l)Ñ = Kerf, that is /l is a weak epimorpitism and titerefore tite given
sequen~(is weakly exact.

Theorem 4. Leí 0’=(0,, 4R.,A), 0#GA,PRR, A) atid G”=(OZ,
p~>, A), be pro-groups over ¡he same index sel A and leíf’: 0’— 0, /7: 0— 0”
be morphisms ofpro-groups given ¿‘y leve! morphisms of sysíems tA) :G’ —G

and (/0:0—O” respective/y. Ffthe sequence of groups

A fx
(6) G~— 0A0Á

is weakty exací for every A E A and jífor every pair (A, A’) E Ax A, wiih
X’=X,¡he bonding morphism PAR isa weak epimorp/l ¡sin of groups. lien (he
sequence of pro-groups.

(7) .1’ /70’— 0—O”

is also weakly exací.

Proof. By (6), fi. A=~ for XeA, whicit impliesff’=O. If IVA=fzl(*),
~xx PRRI NR>: NR. — NR, and i~: NR — 0R ~ the inclusion homomorpitism,
titen i:N=(NR, nAA.,A)—G, given by (¡A, 1), is tite kernel of fi4,p. 177].
There are unique morpitisms hA: 0. — IVA such titat A = 1R /lR atid titey
determine a uníque morphism Ji: 0’—N sucit that ioh=f. Since, by (6),
every hA is a weak epimorpitism, it follows the equality (Im /lAY” = IVA and

NR
titerefore ¡M(PIRR.) G NR = (hin hR)j. Titis inclusion and tite condition about
the bonding morphisms PAR’ of O’ show titat we can apply Theorem 2 and we
can conclude titat h: 0— N is a weak epimorphism. So we have satisfied the
conditions which shows that (7) is a weakly exact sequence of pro-groups.
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